
VIBRANT CRYSTAL  
 

UNDER COUNTER 

HOME REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM 

 

 

  

UNDOUBTABLY THE MOST COMPLETE DRINKING WATER SYSTEM AVAILABLE 

 

The story behind the product 
We have a passion for water and are avid readers of the writings of geniuses in the fields of hydration, structuring 

and chemistry such as Viktor Schauberger,  F. Batmanghelidj, W.D. Holloway,  M. J. Pangman, Dr. G. Pollack and 

many others. Their writings tell us to strip our water of everything including negative messages and then add bio 

available electrolytes for alkalinity and pH elevation before structuring and implanting new good messages.  That 

we have accomplished with the following: 

 

Product description and processes 

- 5 micron filtration. First stage particulate filtration. 

- Dual biocidal media cartridge for removal of chlorine, chloramines, organics and trace heavy metals.  

- Custom reverse osmosis membrane. Eliminates 96% of everything dissolved in the water and filter to 0.0002u. 

- Special non-electric pump to increase production and quality of the RO water and prevent storage quality loss. 

- Custom material to add carbonic acid to water. NOT a D.I. mixed resin. Further reduces water TDS. 

- Addition of magnesium bicarbonate and molecular hydrogen to the water for alkalinity and pH elevation. 

- Passage through multi neodymium magnetic fields to  replicate passage through Earth’s magnetic fields. 

- Storage in an inert bladder backed by air pressure to assure forceful faucet delivery. 

- Cascading flow through a vortex chamber to erase negative messages. 

- Flow through hematite and selected crystals to impart positive energy frequencies.  

- Final polish through special coconut based carbon for exquisite taste. 

- Water quality meter and pressure gauge built-in. 

 

Specifications 
- Daily water production — 100 gallons based on <500 PPM water at 77 Deg. F 

- Treated water storage — 2.6 gallons. 4.4 gallon nominal tank size 

- Dimensions — Unit 19”H. x 16”W. x 5-1/2”D.  Takes same space as traditional. Tank 11”D. x 14”H.  

- Included items — 100% tested unit, tank, faucet, inlet valve with adapter, drain fittings, tubing, instructions 

- Water pressure — 40 PSI min. / 85 PSI max. 

- Water temperature — 100 Deg. F max. 

- UPS / FedEx shippable — Yes. Single carton 30 lbs 

 

WE INVITE YOU TO  REVIEW OUR NO-CHEMICAL, NO SALT, NO DRAIN, NO ELECTRICITY 

WHOLE HOME AQUAFER TREATMENT UNITS FOR CHLORINE, CHLORAMINES AND HEAVY 

METALS REDUCTION AS WELL AS SCALE PREVENTION TO PROTECT PLUMBING. 


